
ACROSTICS about PALANGA 
Class IV 

 

Palanga 
 
Peaceful city full of beauty, solitude and 
charm  
Astonishing dunes and sea waves hitting the 
shores  
Let this beauty complete you  
And all this majesty be part of you  
Nature: forests, parks and gardens in the 
park  
Gorgeous city full of culture  
Art and glamour.  
 
Palanga 
 
Playing with the sand  
And running to the sea  
Lovely people, places and museums 
Amber on the sea shores  
Near the bridge of Palanga  
Golden shades of it  
And refined sea shells. 
 
Palanga 
 
Picking flowers   
And swimming in the sea  
Lying on the dunes of Palanga  
And dreaming of the beach  
Narrow park tracks  
Glorious pine forests  
And bewitching landscape. 
 
Danielė Balsytė 
 

Maironis 
 
Massive thoughts  
A poem about Lithuania  
Illustrating its beauty and strength   
Remarkable personality  
Oblivion of censored press  
Nowadays mentioned  
Important person in our lives  
Saved our native language  
 
Sea 
 
Shells all over the sand  
Eye catching sunsets  
Astonishing view  
 
Pier  
 
Popular place to visit  
Iconic lasting construction    
Endures strong waves around it  
Reconstructed, perfectly standing and never 
forgotten  
 
Waves 
 
Water touching every part of the body  
Amazing therapy  
Variation of different waves every time, never 
exactly the same  
Energetic and peaceful  
Sudden tide  
 
Judita Baranauskaitė 
 
 



 
Palanga … 
 
Positive vibes walking at the beach  
Amazing waves are going up and down  
Landscape breathtaking  
Authentic sand dunes  
Near Baltic sea  
Glorious pines  
Always are green. 
 
Gabija Burškytė  

 
… is Palanga 
 
In our city, you can find a lot of people,  
So many of them are just visitors.  
  
People are friendly, but usually shy,  
Always are joyful and most of them smiles  
Leading a helping hand  
And showing the right way.  
Never forget   
Go into the beach  
And take a picture with someone with a 
background of the sea.  
 
Gabija Burškytė  

 

Amber 
 
And only yesterday, for the first time, I held sea 
gold  in my hands,  
Magical feelings overwhelmed me when I found it in 
the sand.  
Bright as the sun that little yellow stone captivated 
me with its beauty,   
Especially that smell of coniferous resin stuck in my 
memory.  
Royal stone was found while walking on the beach, 
so  I hope one day you will see it and this sea gold 
will brighten your day the same as it did to me.  
 

Simona Butkutė 

Sea 
 
Sometimes I like to see how stormy you can 
be,  
Especially on cold winter evenings, when 
water reveals our feelings.  
Astounding is to stand in front of you and 
listen to the sound of heart beating in you.  
  
Simona Butkutė 

 

 
Summer 
 
Sun is out  
Under its shine, everything's better  
Making more memories  
Making life fun  
Everyone's happier  
Right under the summer sun  
 
Agnė Savickaitė 

 

Amber 
 
Amazing colours  
Mixed with  
Beautiful remains of old inclusions  
Educating us of the old times  
Remarkable history  
 
Agnė Savickaitė 



 
 
 
Waves 
 

White foam  
Astonishing view  
Various thoughts   
Edgy shore  
Surreal view  
 

Amber 
 

Appreciated for its unique color  
Much valued from past to the present  
Bearing deep history  
Especially found in the sea coast  
Royall jewelry  

  
 Justė Daratytė 
 

 

 
Sea  
 

Sunrise appears and the day starts its 
journey  
Every night when the sun disappears the 
night begins its wild journey  
As long as the sunrise and sunset 
are getting along, the sea and the 
Poseidon won’t originate a storm  
 
Pier  
 

Powerful structure that rises above the water  
Incredibly strong and made from stable 
sources  
Extending the way from shore to the water  
Right and left sights are only water  
 
Justė Daratytė 

 
 
 

Summer 
 
Sunny days  
Under the stars at the beach  
Making Ice coffee on a hot day  
Melting Ice cream in your hand  
Exciting activities with your friends on the hot 
days  
Running into a sea at night with clothes  
 
Sea 
 
Sand on your hands  
Enjoying warm water  
Amazing new memories  
 
Klaudija Gutmanaitė 

 

Lithuania  
 
Leaves are falling  
Interesting weather  
Thoughtful people around us  
Humans laughing around us  
Unforgettable places in our city  
Antique buildings in the old town  
New begging in Vilnius  
Incredible nature around every corner  
And every city has a different story  
 
Klaudija Gutmanaitė 



Birute’s Park 
 
Breathtaking beauty  
Introducing us to the Lithuanian nature  
Relaxing and refreshing atmosphere  
Unbelievebly pleasing sound of the waving 
Baltic sea  
Tremendously tall trees  
Exceedingly large green area   
Special place for town members  
Place for peaceful meditation  
Amber museum in the middle of the park  
Reborns every spring  
Known in the whole country 
 
Redas Milvydas 

 

Seaside 
 
Seagulls are flying in the air  
Endless horizon of the Baltic sea  
Another extremely hot day spent near the 
sea  
Sunbathing people  
Indescribably georgous sand castles  
Dunes in front of the beloved sea  
Eexcitingly intense game of volleyball 
 
Redas Milvydas 

Smelt 
 
Sour and crusty it will be   
Men lose their mind because of it  
Every year it creates a festival  
Living in the Baltic Sea  
The thin and long shape tells you what it is  
 
Lukas Pakalniškis 

 
Seagull 
 
Something in the sky  
Encountering it makes you cry  
Always over your head  
Going for the food in your hand  
Umbrella can save you day  
Laying under it is fine  
Letting you relax  
 
Lukas Pakalniškis 
 

Amber 
 
An adorable creation of nature  
Marvellous gemstones are formed from the 
resin of the tree  
Baltic sea gold shines like the sun in the sky  
Endangered species of animals and plants 
are trapped inside  
Remarkable treasures at the sea shore  
 
Monika Raišytė 

 

Waves 
 
Water is moving towards the sea coast  
A raised line of water crashes against the 
shore  
View of this breathtaking spectacle takes us 
to dreams  
Endless process of nature astonishes all 
observers with its power  
Sonorous sound of rustling calms everyone 
down  
 
Monika Raišytė 



Palanga is… 
 
Palanga is waiting for you  
A perfect place to be  
Lovely location is here  
And it has a stunning places to see  
Now it is perfect time to come  
Grab your friends  
And go to Palanga  
 
If it is not enough  
Sea is also here  
 

…Beautiful 
 
Big waves inviting you to play  
Everyone is having great time here  
Unlimited activities to do  
Time to try them all  
Impossible not to enjoy them all  
Flowers are growing everywhere  
Utmost wheather is here  
Living in Palanga feels like fairy-tale  
 
Juozas Pečiulis 

 
 

Dune within a dune 
 
Dark matter surrounds the people passing by  
Under the dam, the fish fall asleep,  
Nevertheless, sounds coming from the 
streets  
Emphasize the fact, that life has just begun.  
Waves crashing  
Inside the minds of  
Those, who spend the night alone  
However, to believe that those alone are 
feeling lonesome  
Is simply denying the way of   
Nature; alive and breathing, along, with each 
wave crash.  
An idea of blissful ignorance, practiced by 
those whom cannot talk.  
Dark matter seeping through, into the early 
sunrise  
Under the dam, the fish wake up 
Nevertheless, the drunks shut their mouth, 
as they carry their bodies home  
Emphasize the fact, that life continues on.  
 
Egilė Radaitytė 

 

Birutė’s Park 
 
Breath-taking views  
Irresistible smell of pine trees  
Romantic walks  
Unique sculptures  
Timeless beauty of the amber museum  
Exquisite botanical park  
Splendid trees  
  
Priceless memories  
Artistic feeling  
Refreshing splash of air  
Kind wildlife  
 
Agnė Savickaitė 

Waves 
 
Wind  
And   
Violent waves make it   
Easier for us to find  
Shells and ambers on the shore  
 
Agnė Savickaitė 



Maironis  
 
Monochromatic blue,  
Altering one’s world, mind,  
Irresponsible heart,  
Reflecting sea waves  
On high skies,  
Necessarily touching one’s soul,  
Inspired a poet to  
Serenade the lovely place – Palanga.  
 

Amber  
 
After relentless storms,  
Mesmerizing golden stones, drops of the  
Blood of pine trees,  
Eccentrically shiny and yellow,  
Rest on the sand.  
 
Miglė Sokolovaitė 

 
 
 

Hometown by the Sea  
 
High waves  
Of the sea  
Mercilessly beating the shore.  
Even the sky starts  
To cry sometimes  
On grey days,  
When the water appears  
Nearly black.  
Barely audible songs of  
Young mermaids,  
Terribly beautiful,  
Hunt fishermen, the  
Extremely brave ones, who  
Seamlessly become one with the sea.  
Elegant, subtle and a little bit  
Arrogant sea shore is what I call home.  
 
Miglė Sokolovaitė 

 

Amber  
  
Admirable colour of gold  
Mesmerising painting of a still life inside  
Breathtaking legends of this tiny grain  
Extraordinary beauty  
Remarkable healing powers.  
 
Augustė Stonkutė 

 

 
Anapilis  

 
Anniversary may have just been celebrated  
Not so long ago it was fully renovated  
Architecture so remarkable that it speaks for 
itself 
Please, come in! Don’t be shy! Don’t stand 
there outside!  
It might tell a legend, a secret or two, so  
Listen and pay attention to the facts it 
includes  
Intelligent people may approve that it’s  
haunted  
So be prepared to get a scare from a  
countess  Sofi.  
 

Augustė Stonkutė 

 



Seaside  
 
Silent chirping of the birds  
Emerges from the sound of water  
Astonishing feeling of the wind touching your
 face  
Soothing sound of waves crashing  
Increases motivation to change your life  
Divine smell of fresh air   
Encourages you to reach for more.  
 
Augustė Stonkutė 

 

Beach 
  
But  it can be surprisingly dangerous  
Especially spectacular view during the          
sunsets   
A man can find an extraordinary inspiration   
Confident is an excellent character  
Hope to see the sun as soon as possible  
 
Karolis Vasiliauskis 
 
 
 

Wave 
 
Waves are known to 
be astonishing during the storm   
An excellent example is the Baltic Sea  
Vibrant , bursting with life   
Exuberant, exciting energy  
 
Karolis Vasiliauskis 

 
 
 

Flower 
 
Fluorescent flowers are blooming in the park  
Lousy but charming children are running 
around  
On a sunny day like this you can't bear but to 
go outside  
Wishing that the sun won't get buried in the 
sea  
Everyone is taking in the pleasant sunlight  
Romanticizing the parks natural and 
picturesque scenery  
  
Ugnė Zubernytė 

 

Beach 
 
Buying lots of snacks for the long day by the 
sea  
Eating all kinds of flavourful and juicy fruit  
Ants are crawling on the sweet melted ice 
cream  
Couldn’t take my eyes away from the 
incredible sunset  
Hours upon hours by the sea are still not 
enough  
  
Ugnė Zubernytė 
  

 

Sand 
 
Sunsets are breathtaking  
Astonishing view of the beach  
Nothing to worry about  
Dunes are majestic  
 
Marius Žarnauskas 

 
 



A Harbour 
 
As the forgetful walk atop the creaking wood 
floors 
 
Having no idea, of a story beneath 
A picture perfect holiday, overlooking 
Residues of the times; 
Beneath the floor, and the waves, now 
Obtuse boards, that made a harbor 
Right beneath, forgetful peoples footsteps. 
 
Egilė Radaitytė 

 

 
 
 
 
Palanga 
 
People living their best lives 
Awesome atmosphere spreading here 
Lots of places you haven’t seen 
All those days we’ve been waiting 
Now dreams came true 
Gorgeous our town 
And amazing sea we have 
 

Odeta Stirblytė 

 
Shore 
 
Sand is getting warmer  
Heat is rearing its face  
Ordinary people are walking along the cost  
Running across the seaside   
Ending this day on a high note at the beach 
 
 Marius Žarnauskas 

 

Beach 

Beautiful ocean sights                       
Early sunrise mornings  
Alluring moments to remember  
Calm waves hitting the sand  
Harmonious feelings while walking along the 
waves 

Fire 
 
Feeling very tranquil  
Igniting the wood sticks  
Relaxing quiet evenings  
Enjoying time with friends 
  
Justina Žygaitė 
 

 
Bridge of Palanga  
  
Birds flying high among the stars  
Row boats colored white sailing the sky  
Immense heat amongst idyllic warmth -  
Distant memories of summer overwhelming 
me with joy  
Glorious, yet tiring it was  
Exhausting truly, but the blitheness prevails  
Oh, but what am I to do   
Freezing winter is now due  
Piercing bullet of the cold  
Another signature of Jack Frost  
Let us not forget though  
A perfect Christmas is now here   
Never-ending is this walk  
Growing larger every step  
And at the bridge’s end – a perfect cycle, to 
complete this year of marvel 
 
Matas Žulkus  

 



Summer 
 
Sun shining brightly into the eyes  
Unforgettable memories  
Making money for yourself  
Music playing through your head  
Eating delicious dishes  
Renting bikes for joyrides 
  
Justina Žygaitė 
 

Waves 
 
Waves gently drenching the sand  
Astounding views flashing your eyes  
Vacations that kids won’t forget  
Escaping the social life  
Slowly reaching the dunes  
 
Justina Žygaitė 

Dunes 
 
Dozens of fine rock pieces  
Unforgotten memories of being big  
Never the same   
Each day the shape changes  
Sand travels from one dune to another. 
 
Aistė Marija Žymantaitė  

 

Beach  
 
Beaming sun  
Everyone enjoying the heat  
And children making sand castles  
Charming day is coming to an end  
Hope tomorrow I’ll get to catch the rays 
again.  
 
Aistė Marija Žymantaitė  

 

Amber 
 
A little piece on the shore  
Memories flow to my head   
Breath-taking castle at the bottom of the sea  
Exploded into thousands of bits  
Reminding the story of forbidden love. 
 
Aistė Marija Žymantaitė  

 

 
Sea 
 
Stormy night  
Each wave crashes into the shore  
Astonishing power taking everything in its 
way.  
 
Aistė Marija Žymantaitė  

 
  

Beautiful  
 

Best town in the world  
Everyone in here is happy  
And it is named Palanga  
Unique history   
That you can find everywhere  
Inspiring to do anything  
Full of Baltic gold  
Unspeakable nature  
Loads of good vibes. 
 

Rokas Bražinskas 

Palanga 
  
Peaceful atmosphere  
Air is cleanest in the whole world  
Loads of trees  
And full of amazing history  
Nicest town in the world  
Get a cup of tea  
And feel the good vibe  
 

Rokas Bražinskas 

 



Sunset  
  
Sunset is the most beautiful  
Unspeakable nights here  
Nothing will let you forget these nights  
Set good vibe before coming here  
Encourage everybody  
Take a cup of tea and come here  
 
Rokas Bražinskas 

 

Seaside  
 
Sunken rocks  
Everyone is amazed by the sight  
Another windy day  
Sun rises and disappears  
Intriguing waves occur  
Dwelling sea creatures  
Enormous amount of seashells  
 
Vakaris Vėjas Grigas 
 

 
Birute’s Park  
 
Beautiful trees  
Incredible museum  
Refreshing atmosphere  
Unique landscape  
Tremendous statues and memorials  
Exciting activities and events  
‘Spectacular flowers and animals  
Peaceful environment  
Astonishing view of the sea  
Radiant rose bushes  
Known all over the Lithuania  
 
Vakaris Vėjas Grigas 

Amber  
 
Aged tree resin  
Magnificent by its detail  
Brought upon the shore by the sea  
Extracted from the seafloor  
Rare as a gemstone  
 
Vakaris Vėjas Grigas 

 

Beach 
 
Beautifully  warm shades of sunset  
Excite the people walking by the coast  
Amazingly calm evening‘s atmosphere  
Creates cozyness around us here  
Heart is full of memories to share  
 
Aistė Kubiliūtė 

 

Park 
 
Place of calm 
Astonishing nature 
Romantic place where lovers can meet their 
soulmates 
Kingdom of numerous kinds of trees and 
bushes 
 
Adomas Šimkus 

 



Amber 
 
Astonishing mineral  
Miniature drop of sun in my hand  
Believed to have some magical qualities  
Empowers the culture  
Remarkably reflects the past  
 
Aistė Kubiliūtė 

 

Anapilis 
 
Amusing story of this building  
Now standing in the heart of Palanga  
Astounds everyone who hears the 
legend about  
Possessed spirits and haunted halls  
Immensely frightening for everyone 
who caught  
L oud noises coming from the empty rooms   
Intense and 
scary shadows with some freaky looks  
Surrounded by the mystery that spooks  
  
Aistė Kubiliūtė 
 

Sea 
 
Seamen set off to conquer the ocean,  
Encounter new challenges and thrilling 
adventures,  
Although their hearts are longing for home  
 
Karolis Maksevičius 

  
 

 
Beach 
 
Blistering sun shining down on the sand  
Even the toughest will burn  
Again and again people come from all over  
Can you believe it? They’re saying it’s fun.  
Having your skin burned seems stupid and 
dumb 
 
Karolis Maksevičius 

 
 

Katunskyte 
 
Kind and talented,  
Arrives every summer  
To perform for our elders.  
Under all circumstances no matter 
how difficult,  
Never backs down.  
Show must go on she says   
Knowing people are waiting for her.  
Youth even seem to be having some fun,  
Toughest guys crack a little smile.  
Evenings with her brings only joy and fun.  
 
Karolis Maksevičius 

Kurhauz 
 
Keep it quiet keep it calm at night 
Use your thoughts 

Raising sun, the day begins 

Happy smile on mother’s face 

Amazingly warm hug calms me down 

Unrealistic image of 

Zealous people around 
 
Agatė Staponaitė 

 



 
Palanga 
 
Pinewoods rustling quietly at night 

Autumn getting cold 

Love for our hometown grows 

Amber shining beautifully in the sea 

Nature covered with hoarfrost 

Golden hour begins with dawn 

All the people feeling warmth in their heart 
 
Agatė Staponaitė 

 

 
Strides 
 
Supple run of water 
The silent wave of wind 
Rattling of the leaves 

Inside a hollow tree 
Deep sleep  
Entices the animal 
Sleep continues, and so does the stride of a 
tourist. 
 

Egilė Radaitytė 

 
 
Amber 
 
Across all the beach 
More and more people 
Begin to search for this seaside gold 
Each year when the spring starts to show up 
Resin that fossilized throughout thousands of 
years 
 
Adomas Šimkus 

 

 
Sand 
 
Sun has blessed the world with its rays   
And the beauty of the glimmering waves   
Night changes the views in our eyes, but   
Dawn will always welcome the new day and 
sights  
 
Urtė Arlauskaitė  
 

 
Anapilis 
 
Ashes have been hiding the memoir  
Neglecting the secrets about it all  
Ancient history whirling somewhere in the 
ball  
Past stories about the haunted hall  
Inside there is a woman glazing through the 
walls  
Louring appearance touches the soul and 
heart  
Is it true that you have seen a ghost?  
Spirits are still whispering those legends in 
the starry nightfall. 
 
Urtė Arlauskaitė  

 
 

 
Amber  
 
After all this time   
Miracles happen every day   
But have you seen such a magical thing  
Early In the break of the day thrown ashore   
Revealing what has died and missed for a 
long, long time  
 
Urtė Arlauskaitė  

 



 
Sand  
  
Stunning yellow colour everywhere I go,  
Am I dreaming? I don’t even know.  
Now my legs are going slow,  
Dunes are high, but I'm getting low.  
 
Sea  
 
Special connection I have with this thing,  
Every time in my heart feels like spring,  
After how much happiness and 
peace she brings. 
 
Amber 
 
After storm and wavy sea,  
Many people are searching you,  
But you’re hiding very well.  
Everyone tries so hard,  
Responsibly looking for you.  
 
Eglė Balsevičiūtė 

 

 
Seaside 
  
Spent every second watching at the  
Enormous blue ocean  
And found myself lost in it,   
Surprised by its beauty and  
Immortality.   
Daily problems seemed to fade away  
Each second more and more 
 
Kamilė Baranauskaitė 
 

 

Amber 
 
A place in the sun   
Majestic sea waves  
Baltic pearls on the shore  
Embedded fly in the eternity  
Remained silent since Antique age  
 
Sea 
 
Sailors laugh and inhale salty air  
Enfolding the voice of nature  
A world inside of me   
 
Gustė Ramonaitė 
 

 
Amber  
  
Amazingly spectacular shape of a    
brilliant legacy that is  
Mostly reflecting our deepest thoughts.  
Believe that it could bring you happiness 
and stir your the deepest  
Emotions, when you come across the  
Rare and beautiful ambers.    
 
Eglė Baužytė 

 
 

 
Dunes   
  
Do you ever recall the  
Unforgettable view of the sea?  
Never could I imagine the memories fading 
away.  
Enormous sand castles there, where the  
Sea tends to destroy them are deeply 
ingrained in my memory.  
  
 
Eglė Baužytė 

 
 



 
Pier   
  
Pine forests surrounding a small town.   
I would prefer to visit them with  
Excellent group of my dearest friends,  
Remembering the better days.   
 
Eglė Baužytė 

 
 

 
Rain 
  
Raindrops touched my skin  
Amazingly made me grin  
I never wanted to leave  
Neither of you could believe  
 
 

 Rosita Bertytė 

 
 
Sea 
  
Seaside is so calm,  
Endless waves coming to me  
And there is nothing more beautiful 
than transparent a sea.  
  

    Waves  
  
Wonderland, this wavy small resort,  
Admiring it is my daily work.  
Various people, languages and styles,  
Endless evenings watching the sea’s anger.  
Seaside says goodbye to waves…  
 
Dunes 
 
Dancing sun rises above the beach  
Uncovering her enlightened rays.  
New day comes and settles on a hillock,   
End of the old day says goodbye.  
Sun brings extraordinary joy!  
  
Goda Bradauskaitė 

 

 
 
Sand 
  
Sunbathing people have no worries,  
Archaic town became a resort.  
Natural bodies full of joy in sand  
Don't even notice sandstorm.  
 
Sunny 
 
Skinny sun’s rays set beach on fire,  
Unique people lay on the sand.  
Nobody thinks about darkness,  
Nobody wants brightness to disappear.  
Youth justifies mistakes!  
 
Amber  
 
Acrylic landscape,  
Memorable days searching for you,  
Breathtaking golden hour,  
Evenings when we played hide and seek in 
the sand.  
Remembering it warms my heart… 
  
Goda Bradauskaitė 

 



The Baltic Sea 
 
To all the people who are  
Happy   
Enthusiastic   
 
Be more aware of  
Adorable Palanga’s beauty  
Landscape and spectacular 
Tishkevich park  
In Palanga’s heart  
Check Palanga Pine F 
 
See and be surprised at the 
Environment in Palanga. 
As I said Palanga’s sea is unforgettable   
 

Anželika Dekontaitė  

 

 
Pine forest 
 
Palanga has  
Incredibly large  
Neutral  
Exclusive  
  
Forest  
Or in other words, we can call it   
Refresh to the soul and calming your  
Emotions  
Seaside Palanga pine forest for heart  
To heart  
 
Anželika Dekontaitė  

 

 
Anapilis 
 
Aristocracy‘s marvelous gift  
Neither mysterious architect nor his plan is 
known  
Above the attic a secret room of mirrors 
belongs  
Pines stand praying   
In historic part of Palanga  
Let the imagination flourish  
Inexplicable things surrounding the villa  
Shadows still silently whispering  
  
Gustė Ramonaitė 
 

Summer vibes 
 

Satisfied of the sand  
Unhappy without feeling his hand  
Moments of waiting for sunset  
Makes me want a blanket  
Every wave is magnificent   
Reaches the coast different  
 

Video taping the seaside   
Ignoring those thoughts of suicide  
Being a part of this feeling   
Every time ends by healing  
Say you’re enjoying the night  
 
Rosita Bertytė 

Dune  
 
Distinct particulates  
Undulating from the high winds  
Now start to rest  
Ending their journey for today.  
 
Pijus Smilingis 

Amber 
  
An enormous wave brings you to us  
Majestic gold of our deep sea.  
Be my adornment  
Ease my pain  
Raise my soul with your embrace.  
  
Toma Šireikaitė 



 
 
 
 
Waves  
 
Waters, blue shining in rays of light  
Announce their 
presence like boisterous dynamite  
Violently lashing at the sand  
Emit salts upon our land  
Spreading a refreshing band. 
 
Pijus Smilingis 
 

Pine forest 
 
Perfectly changes our moods  
Inhaling fresh air in the woods  
Nature makes my heart melt   
Everyone knows how I felt  
  
Forgetting all of the problems and fails        
Occupies our brains with the waves   
Relaxing and taking this flight  
Enjoying our moments this night  
Sitting around the bonfire     
Thinking of how we get higher  
 
Rosita Bertytė 

 
 
 
Palanga 
 
Peaceful waves down there by the shore,  
Amazing sunsets every evening,  
Laughing all over the street,  
Astonishing views down Birute's hill,  
Nature taking our breath away,  
Golden sky is prevailing there,  
As our hands join again.   
 
Karolina Razmaitė 

 

 
Amber 
  
Aesthetically placed insects in the tree resin,  
Most museums claim to be eye - catching,  
Between the two worlds where  
Encroach sea meets tranquil sand,   
Results in many tiny pieces of art.   
 
Sea 
  
Smell of the air surprised me lovely,  
Every deep breath in my lungs,  
As beautiful as your love for us 
 
Karolina Razmaitė 

Nature  
 
Nothing feels better than this  
Almost seems quite unreal  
Towards the trees I walk and smile  
Utterly stunning world that surrounds me  
Right here and now I just see the beauty of it 
all  
Effortlessly releasing all the negative 
emotions  
 
Gabrielė Stonkutė 

 
Seaside  
 
Sunset’s beauty  
Everything is calm  
Astonishing scenery  
Slowly walking on the beach  
Inspiring and therapeutic  
Distraction from your daily life  
Everyone is happy  
 
Gabrielė Stonkutė 



The glittering sunrise  
  

The night falls back  
Helping stars connect to one  
Emerging out of darkness   
  
Great winds arise   
Leading out the waves  
Immensely making them stronger   
Toughest obstacles occur  
Turning every step into a pit   
Elegant patters surround the coasts  
Renewing the sight of the scenery  
Including a clash of deepest colours   
Now making you sigh   
Giving a slight feel of relief  
  
Strange memories come back  
Uniting the thoughts   
Narrowed down to a picture   
Reminding of a familiar situation  
Induced sight encrypts to the brain  
Sinking another time to remember   
Everything thought of is now in the past  
 
Gabija Korsakaitė 

 

Dunes  
  

Dunes shining brightly  
Under the grey moon and mysterious stars  

Never forget that they are special  
Elevating our moods  
Since the beginning of time   
 
Amber  
 
After millions of years  
Mother nature has given us the  
Beautiful gift of this  
Exquisite Baltic “gold”  
Resin is what it is made of  
 
Seaside  
  
Stunning waters to swim in  
Elegant sights to behold  
Another special day to experience  
Soft sounds to make us feel at home  
Inviting us to meet our fellow animal friends  
Dawn giving us the moody red tint  
Everyone has been waiting for  
 
Stasys Jonkus 

 
Dunes  
 
Dwelling in joy  
Up there we feel fulfilled  
Nighttime stargazing  
Enjoying the moment  
Summer is truly magical  
 
Gabrielė Stonkutė 

 

 
 
Seaside 
 
Sun-warmed legs are stuck in stony sand  
Extensive golden horizon shines in the eyes  
As I try to pull out my legs of the same rocky 
sand.  
Smell of pines blows my mind  
I feel dizzy,  
Dizzy from passion for this wonderful place  
Eventually I understood that I met a love for 
my hometown face-to-face.  

Toma Šireikaitė 

 



Tishkevich 
 
The greatest of all  
Impossible to not know  
Sincere effort was put into the town  
High was rising Palanga’s crown  
Kings of the coast  
Eagles of the sky  
Very generous  
Idealistic modify  
Changed the home of us - come by  
Have a nice stay tonight  
 
Patricija Šleiniūtė 
 
 

Beach  
 
Best memories   
Each summer  
Are made in a  
City where you  
Hear beach waves every night 
  
Pier 
  
Peaceful atmosphere  
Innocent faces passing by  
Everyone taking pictures   
Revealing charm of the view  
 
Kamilė Baranauskaitė 
 

 

 
 
 
Sunset 
  
Sun is disappearing  
Under the deep water  
Now   
Sea and all the people  
Each second seem   
To be drowning in 
the marvelous sunset colors  
  
Waves 
 
Wonderful ocean  
Around with majestic forest  
View is enchanting  
Everyone is amazed  
Sun is shinning  
 
Kamilė Baranauskaitė 
 

 


